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EXPANSION SUGGESTIONS 
 

 

Hello. 

My pseudo is Estheral. 

I come from a French Unreal community. 

First, we want to say thanks. Thanks for your good work. Thank you for your follow-up and 
for creating new patches. 

We love Unreal universe. UT2004 was very great! UT3 is beautiful but we think it could 
better be. To remove elements of the preceding game was an error. It is necessary to reinstate 
them and add other innovations. 

The success of this new episode is mitigated. There weren’t lot of maps when the game was 
available. We know that you prepare an expansion in order to correct that. 

That’s why we met several times to define how Unreal 3 could become the ultimate game. 
After these brainstorming, I was the pleasure to do the following document and send it to you. 

In this study, you will be able to read by order of magnitude our analysis and our suggestions. 
We will start with weapons, then characters, vehicles, maps and mods. 

We will enumerate the current contents (black letters) and new features we think you must 
add (blue letters). You can also find in this text some optional ideas (green letters). 

While hoping to have been able to help very small little with development of a big game. 

Thank you to have read to us. 
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I. WEAPONS 

In UT3, we find the classical but efficient weapons that we love. 

The disappearance of the lightning gun is not a problem because we prefer the sniper rifle. 

In the same way the magnetic grenade launcher was not efficient, especially on large maps. 

Spider mine launcher was replaced by traps to install in particular with the furtive vehicles. 
It’s not bad. 

The AVRIL is always here. It’s good. 

 

Also we don’t need lot of new weapons. 

But to replace the Redeemer on some maps, why not give the Ion painter and the Target 
painter? It was funny. 

 

 

 

If you are interesting by Defused mod (see after), it can be interesting to add some 
conventional but futurist weapons. We think in particular of a pump rifle and an assault rifle. 

In this new mod, it can be funny to find a new grenade launcher. Not the UT2004 weapon, but 
the Unreal II weapon with selection of grenade type. Perhaps you can change some grenade to 
insert spider mine for example. 
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Unreal II Grenade Launcher : 

Regular fire launches the currently loaded grenade, whose explosion can be delayed by holding the trigger for a 
short while. Alternate fire cycles through grenade types. 

• Fragmentation (short: Frag) - Enormous explosive power and needle-sharp carbo-steel fragments. 
Absolutely lethal in close quarters. This type of grenades is the usual one. When fired, it explodes with a 
quite impressive blast radius. Does up to 200 points of damage. This is the most common type of 
grenades and you will usually have a lot of these. Due to the interesting coincidence, the short name of 
this type of grenades is the same as the name of a kill. 

• Toxic gas (short: Toxic) - Sprays out a cloud of neurotoxic gas that is so caustic it eats through 
metal armor. This type of grenades is the most useful in small rooms or slow enemies as it creates a 
cloud of gas that drains the health from anyone in the area. Potentially the strongest type of grenades. 
Be careful not to fall in yourself. 

• Incendiary (short: Inc) - Sprays burning phosphorus and will set almost anything on fire. One of 
the commonly used grenade types, Incendiary grenades will disorient enemies and deal more damage 
than Fragmentation grenades. 

• Smoke - Lays down a smokescreen to help you escape from your enemies. Not effective against 
bots, but very effective against humans and will hide the player in XMP matches. 

• Concussion (short: Conc) - Sends out a shockwave that will knock down most enemies. This 
grenade can be used to send enemies somewhere far, far away, but it is famous for "concussion jumps" 
- as it does almost no damage, but the shockwave throws people into the air, you can use the grenade 
against yourself and jump further than you could normally. 

• EMP - Massive electro-magnetic pulse that will disable almost any electrical system instantly. 
Very effective against deployables and other electrical systems such as Drakk. Also heavily damages 
power suits. 

 

II. TEAM AND CHARACTERS 

In UT3, there isn’t lot of characters. We know there is a good character editor, but we need 
more. 

 

In UT2004, there were lots of 10 teams (11 with Lauren & Brock): 

Black Legion: Nightmare experiments. Too much. Not necessary in UT3. 

Blood Fist: Entirely cybernetic. Izanagi Corporation. Already a cybernetic race in UT3. 

Fire Storm: Gen Mo’Kai. Aliens. Already an alien race in UT3. Krall are more terrifying! 

Juggernauts: Bio-genetic upgraded humans. Axon Research Corporation. 

Hellions: Human pirates. Not necessary in UT3. 
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Iron Guard: Human soldiers. Not really a team in this game: there are two “boss” characters. 

Iron Skull: Clan of the Skaarj Empire. 

Sun Blade: Nakthi. Human Egyptian descendants. 

Super Nova: Human mercenaries. With Ronin, Iron guard and maybe Thunder Crash in UT3, 
there aren’t necessary. 

The Corrupt: Cybernetic Xan Kriegor team. Liandri Corporation. 

Thunder Crash : Human Special Forces. NEG. 

 

In UT3, we find only 5 team : Ronin (a new good team with biological armour), Iron Guard, 
Liandri robots, Kralls (new aliens), and the return of the Necris. 

 

We think you must add new team and characters. For human, we wish find 4 male and 4 
female characters. 8 characters per team will be good. 

Look at this table : 

 

 

 

The fourth Ronin male skin already exists: 

Why he doesn’t appear in the character selection? 

 

UT3 + Titanpack Added in Expansion Total 
Team 

Male Female Male Female Male Female Team 
VIP 

Ronin / Izanagi 3 3 1 1 4 4 8 - 
Iron Guard 3 3 1 1 4 4 8 Brock 

Robots / Liandri 5 3 8 8 Xan 
Kriegor 

Krall 4 0 4 - 
Aliens 

Skaarj 0 4 4 
8 

- 
Necris 4 2 0 2 4 4 8 - 

Thundercrash / 
NEG 0 0 4 4 4 4 8 Malcolm 

Nakthi 0 0 4 4 4 4 8 - 
Juggernauts / 

Axon 0 0 4 4 4 4 8 Gorge 
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We wish see Brock, Xan Kriegor, Malcolm and Gorge. 

Krall are nice. But if you prefer create 4 Skaarj and not 4 new Krall, it will be very fun for us 
because we love they. We don’t need two alien team with 8 characters in each faction. 16 
aliens, it’s too much. Create just 4 Skaarj is a better solution. There are different than Krall, 
bigger and more technologic. Added Skaarj, it’s the possibility of added their vehicle. You 
can add Skaarj in the same team than Krall named Aliens. 

Thundercrash and Juggernauts are two famous team we needed to play. 

Nakthi are also very nice. Added Nakthi skins and maps will be great with the Unreal Engine 
3. 

If you want to create a solo campaign, the following text can justify new Team: 

The conflict between Necris and Human can be displaced in the Nakthi System. Reeper wants 
find Malcolm with other Ronin survivor.  

He found the help of Gorge. Thundercrash is actually in war with Nakthi versus Necris and 
their allies: Krall and a Skaarj clan. 

 

III. VEHICLE 

In UT3, you have made a great job with vehicles. 

The only problem is Necris. There have only 6 different vehicles versus 10 for Axon, since 
Titan pack. 

The Darkwalker is the only two seats Necris vehicle. Also, if you play Necris team, you are 
more often alone. Necris need a two seats road vehicle, a two seats aircraft vehicle, and a 
huge five seats vehicle. It will be better for team game play. 

Look at this table: 

Armour & Type Seats AXON NECRIS / SKAARJ 
Light / Speed 1 Manta Viper 
Light / Road 1 Scorpion Scavenger 

Medium / Road 2 Hellbender ? 
Medium / Artillery support 1 SPMA ? 
Medium / Stealth support 1 Stealthbender Nightshade 

Medium / Tank 1 Paladin Nemesis 
Heavy / Tank 2 Goliath Darkwalker 
Aircraft fighter 1 Raptor Fury 

Aircraft bomber 2 Cicada ? 
Space fighter 1 Eagle Black Scorpion 

Secret weapon 5 Leviathan ? 
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In fact, we wish find an equivalent Necris vehicle for each Axon vehicle. 

We thought that Nightshade was the equivalent of the SPMA. With the apparition of the 
Stealthbender, we need a new one seat artillery Necris vehicle. 

If you include Assault Mod with the As_Mothership map, we need space fighter. In this case, 
it’s justifying the return of the Skaarj. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Some optional ideas for new Necris (or Skaarj) vehicle: 

- Two seat road vehicle: We have not lots of ideas or it but we think the Hellbender equivalent 
must be compact, aggressive and have a short range (melee?). May be the vehicle can protect 
himself and became intangible, but can’t move during this effect.  

- Two seat aircraft vehicle: We don’t have a good idea for left click. It must be as interesting 
as Cicada, but different. The right click can be used to avoid a missile (became intangible or 
drop delude). The turret can be a giant bio rifle with the same two effects (left and right click). 

- One seat artillery: It can be a sort of giant scorpion. It can send an acid rain like bio rifle left 
click effect. It should be must a little less powerful than SPMA because we thought to another 
function. The vehicle can with the right click through a beacon of teleportation. Allies who 
touch the vehicle are immediately transferred on the beacon. 

- For the Necris "Leviathan": A spider-like defensive vehicle without a big main weapon. The 
driver can use a tentacle to capture or through enemy. Deployed, it can produce ammunition, 
armour, medic pack, and we can teleport to the vehicle from camp base. Leviathan has a 
powerful weapon and 4 other little weapons. It’s the inverse with Necris. There are 4 laser 
powerful turrets which works like the Darwalker (or a little powerless). 

With this two last vehicle, Necris are really invader with the capacity to teleport their troops 
near the enemy. It’s like a blitzkrieg. 
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IV. MAPS 

When UT3 was available, there was a big problem. Not enough maps! 

It’s true that with patches and official map pack this default disappeared. Continue! 

 

For this point, it’s simple: we want the most maps possible. 

We need more Warfare maps, with some “infantry maps”.  

If you include Nakthi characters, we need Egyptian maps. 

If you include Assault mod, we need at least 12 maps, why not with the 6 from UT2004? The 
better to do for the 6 new maps: 2 maps which start with space fighter like As-Mothership, 2 
urban maps without vehicle like AS_Fallencity, 1 free map, and a map like overlord with lots 
of minigun turrets and artillery far away. 

If you include Double Domination or Bombing Run, we need new maps but you can also use 
some CTF maps. 

If you include Jailbreak, you can use CTF maps or create new maps. The problem in this case 
is that you must add jail. 

If you include Defuse mod, you can create 
new maps and use existing maps. The best 
thing to do is to choose asymmetric maps 
(often urban). You have just to put some cases 
of equipment & weapons to explode. 
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V. MODS 

In UT3 we found: 

Deathmatch 

Team Deathmatch 

Duel 

Capture The Flag 

Vehicle Capture The Flag 

Warfare 

This last mod is very interesting. We played long time on games like battlefield. Capturing 
position and defend it is nice. But in this type of game you can choose to capture the point 
you want and you pick up all vehicle in enemy camp base. In UT3, the equivalent mod which 
is Warfare is more thinking, with his node system. 

 

With Titan pack, we can now play the following mods: 

Greed 

Betrayal 

We were septic but it appears that these mods are funny to play. 

 

Our deception was the disappearance of UT2004 good mods, like Assault. We think it must 
be come back in your expansion. 

We wish see: 

Assault 

Bombing Run 

Double domination 

Last Man Standing 

Invasion 

Mutant 
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For the three last mods, it’s not difficult because we use the Deathmatch maps. For the other 
there is job! See the maps chapter to know what we need, especially for Assault. 

If UT3 expansion must be innovator, it’s important to add new features. Also we search game 
type we love. There are two of them announced several times: Jailbreak and Defused. 

 

JAILBREAK: 

Never integrated officially in the UT series, it’s a famous UT mod. We run sometime an 
ancient version of UT to be able to play Jailbreak. It’s very very fun! But ugly… 

In Jailbreak, like in many other game types, your objective is to frag the opposing players—
but unlike other game types, fragged players go straight into safe custody in the enemy prison 
when they're killed. To get them out of there, one of their teammates will have to fight his way 
into the enemy base and trigger the jail release switch that's hidden there (Jailbreak!). It is 
your task to defend your prison release switch and to free your own teammates when they're 
in jail. If your opponents manage to get all members of your team in prison, the opposing 
team will score a point, and your team will die a horrible death. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Have Jailbreak Mod in UT3 will be great! 

 

DEFUSE: 

One of FPS games we played a lot is Counter Strike. It contains two mod. The Rescue mod is 
nice but the very important mod is called Defused. It is one of the most funny mod we know 
and in all FPS games. UT had his CS version with Tactical Ops, but CS was better. 

 

With urban maps of UT3, this mod can be exploited. 
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Defuse is a mod in which opposing have to try to planting or defusing bombs. The team which 
have the bomb can choose between two different objectives to destroy. The other team must 
defend it. When the bomb explodes or is defused, the 
round is finish. It’s the same thing if all members of one 
team die. Each round is slightly more strategic than 
something like Capture The Flag though, because 
whenever you die you actually remain dead - until one 
team is wiped out completely, or until one team 
completes its objective. When you gain a defined 
number of rounds on a map, your team win and the 
game restart always on the same maps but attackers 
and defenders change. After each round, you gain 
money and you can buy at the beginning of new round 
more powerful weapons, ammunitions, grenades, 
armour, better defuse kit… 

 

In UT3, this game type can exist in this futuristic 
background. But, you can choose to keep weapons used 
in the other mods or add or replace it with more classical 
weapons (see weapon chapter). You can have only 
enforcer and one other weapon in the same time. Maybe 
it will be useful to create a knife instead of the impact 
hammer. 

 

 

We don’t know if we can use this system to buy weapons or if you can create a class system 
with their own weapons and capacities (Recon, Assault, Medic and Engineer). Personally, I 
prefer gain lot of round to buy a rocket launcher! 

There are no ammunitions on maps, and for UT3 we think we must start with more life and 
armour. 

See the Defuse mod in Unreal 3 is for us a real dream! 

 

OTHER: 

It can also nice to have four team mods for Deathmatch, CTF and why not VCTF. We played 
on CTF4 from the first UT. You can join the green and yellow team. It was funny, chaotic! 
Nice, but it is not absolutely necessary. As you wish. 
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Another optional ideas concern Warfare maps. It can be used in a different mod, like 
battlefield, without node and with four classes (Recon, Assault, Medic and Engineer). Each 
team has a number of reinforcement which decreases with time and each die. More you 
control map points, more quickly the number of reinforcement enemy fall. 

 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

You know what we think about the game and all we desire. 

Now, we started to do this document before that Titan pack was available. 

Some web sites say that the pack is the big expansion you prepared. 

We hope it’s false. We hope you are doing a real big add-on like Unreal Tournament 2004 
was for Unreal Tournament 2003 (except that this last was contained inside). 

In fact, Titan pack is a nice expansion. But it’s not the answer to our deception. 

If you are not developing an add-on, maybe this document will give you ideas. 

Thanks again. 

 

Estheral 

Estheral31@hotmail.com 

 

 

 

 

Thanks to Glewiel, Kelimtor, Lenor, Matteus, and Zakyrel for their ideas and help. 

 

 


